FEED BIN
AUTOMATIC BIN SLIDE
ACTUATORS
EFFECTIVE SINGLE or
TANDEM BIN OPERATION

› Enhance biosecurity
› Prevent feed outage
› Improve animal welfare
› Save labor
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FEED BIN
BOOT SLIDE ACTUATORS

CHORE-TIME® Automatic and Manual
Feed Bin Boot Slide Actuators allow pig
producers to easily operate their single
or tandem bin system’s boot shut-off
slides. Both versions feature a reliable
design that provides simple, troublefree operation.

Enhance Biosecurity

› Disease prevention is critical. The
Automatic Boot Slide Actuator helps
to reduce the risk of disease being
introduced when workers exit and
re-enter the barn when switching
feed bins.

Automatic Feed Bin
Boot Slide Actuators

Help Prevent Feed Outages

› Out-of-feed events occurring during
›

the 109-day grow-to-finish cycle are known
to reduce overall gain by 11.3 lbs (5.13 kg).
The Automatic Boot Slide Actuator
reduces the risk of having feed outage
events and will pay for itself by
eliminating just one random out-of-feed
event, while helping to reduce ulcers
and incidences of ileitis.

Labor Cost and Time Savings

› Cost and time savings are greatly

›

›

improved by eliminating the need to
exit the barn to manually switch the
bins. The Automatic Boot Slide Actuator
provides the ability to remotely switch
the bins from inside the barn or make
the change automatically.
The Automatic Boot Slide Actuator uses
a 24-volt DC motor.
 Low voltage.
 No electrical inspection needed.
 Reduces wiring cost.
The Boot Slide Actuator works with
contactless limit switches.

Twin Boot Slide Actuator

Single Boot Slide Actuator

Chore-Time PigCentral™ Control and Automatic Boot Slide Mobile App

› The next full feed bin is always just a

›

button push away. The PigCentral™
Control will open the next bin and
automatically close the previous one
for full cleanout capability.
The PigCentral Control mobile app can
be used to remotely operate the bin boot
slides and watch for out-of-feed alerts.

PigCentral™ Control

Chore-Time Automatic Boot Slide Control

› The Chore-Time Automatic Bin Boot Slide Control can
operate up to four bin boot slides.

› An indicator light provides the ability to easily know if the
auto bin boot slide is open or closed.
Automatic Bin Boot Slide Control
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